GET HEALTHY HAIR BACK
FOR YOU AND YOUR CLIENTS!
Inventors and leading manufacturer in thermal styling tools, GlamPalm
wants to give every woman a chance to have a styling iron that is the
best in the world, that DOESN’T DAMAGE THE HAIR, is affordable,
and creates unlimited healthy styling.

HAIR STYLED WITH
GLAMPALM IS
SCIENTIFICALLY
PROVEN TO HAVE
‘VIRTUALLY NO HAIR
DAMAGE.’
Creating a real value for styling
GlamPalm is the exclusive owner of the Healing
Stone™ mines in South-Korea. The Healing Stone™
is infused into these world-class styling tools
to deliver exceptional therapeutic benefits. The
rare and patented Healing Stone Technology™
promotes overall health and eliminates damage of
hair often associated with heat styling.
The Healing Stone™, used in Eastern medicine
for almost 1000 years, is extremely smooth and
prevents snags, pulls and breakage.

is smooth, shiny hair without damage through
pulling or snagging.
This Nano-Vibration Technology enables the
Healing Stone Technology™ to style at a much
lower heat, keeping hair at optimal health.
The Clinic Mode or better known as Low
Temperature Treatment (LTT) will help to apply
any treatment or leave-in conditioner to both
dry and damp hair to master sleek-straight and
flawlessly voluminous styles with minimal effort
and maximum precision.

A Game-Changer Born to Style
Years of research, effort and money have gone into
The GlamPalm Clinic™. As an electrical company
GlamPalm not only look at the amazing results you
can create but also at the hair products that works
in combination with it.
“This is why we introduced our Nano-Vibrating
Technology in combination with our Clinic™
mode,” says Koen Verelst, Managing Director of
GlamPalm Australia. “With expert craftsmanship,
prestigious design and effortless handling, the
GlamPalm Clinic™ will shorten your styling time,
eliminate frizz and leaves hair looking flawless“

Test results
Recent tests were carried out to give further
weight to the results from using this brand.
Tested on women with healthy hair who were in
their twenties by the Hair and Scalp Laboratory
of H University, results showed that after using a
competitor’s iron, there was damage to the hair
and a breakdown of the cuticle.
After using GlamPalm, there was virtually no
damage to the hair and the overall condition of the
hair was scientifically proven to be nearly identical
to its condition prior to testing.
One test group (Test 1) used GlamPlam and the
other group a product from Competitor A (with
anodizing heat plate); then another group (Test
2) again used GlamPalm while the others used a
product from Competitor B (usual ceramic coated
hair iron). The irons were used every day for 4
weeks

The GlamPalm Clinic™ is a Masterpiece. A real
Game-Changer!
Thanks to the ground-breaking Nano-Vibration
Technology with its 8000 vibrations per minute,
this styler ensures heat is radiated inside the hair
instead of drying out its external structure. This
creates a healthier finish that is touchably soft and
ultra-shiny.
In combination with the minimalistic direct
friction of the hair to tighten the cuticle, the result
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Results Test 1
The hair styled using GlamPalm demonstrated
minimal damage and the condition of the cuticle
was nearly identical to its condition prior to

testing. On the contrary, the hair styled using
Competitor A’s product showed obvious damage
including scratches, deterioration, and even total
removal of the cuticle.
Results Test 2
Hair styled with GlamPalm showed some minor
split-ends, but was otherwise fairly healthy.
On the other hand, hair styled with Competitor B’s
product without a doubt revealed that the cuticle
layer of the hair had been split, removed, pressed
and bent or severely roughen. The cells of the
cuticle layer were shown to have broken or peeled
off.
GlamPalm pride themselves in the dedication to
the overall health of the planet. Product parts are
carefully chosen with consumer health in mind
and the Healing Stone™ is sourced using green,
sustainable methods.
The GlamPalm Clinic™ in Midnight black or
Diamond White is now available to create
healthy hair in your salon. For more information
www.glampalm.com.au or Ph: 1300 652 797

